
 DAY 1: MAKING FRIENDS WITH WANTING 
 
Let’s start with  seeing wanting in our moment to moment experience. 
 
 Don’t make it complicated with a head conversation about whether it’s 
grasping or aversion, wanting, or avoiding, wholesome or unwholesome, what 
you think you are supposed to do with it, or judge whether its a good or bad thing 
- leave all that be. 
 
 Just look for it, make friends with it when you find it, with gentle curiosity 
and interest. How do you sense it in the body? Is it in your head, your heart, your 
gut? What’s the quality of energy? Is is pleasant, or irritating, or filled with 
longing? 
 
 Does it come up once an hour, once every few minutes, or is it an 
underlying tension that floats from thought to thought? 
 
 Keep your small notebook at hand. When a want comes upo, jot it down in 
your book. 
 Here are some examples from my notebook: 
- I want my hair to look better, it’s messy 
- a morning sitting- wanting expressing as anxiety about the day. 
- waiting in store, wanting the clerk to ‘hurry up’. 
- carrying a number of boxes up and down the stairs wanting to ‘get done’ 
 
 For many of us, we feel the effects of wanting without ever touching the root 
of it. We might be busily cleaning away, but without seeing the wanting that is 
driving our activity - or procrastination. 
 
 To help come down to the root of wanting, translate what comes up into a 
statement of the underlying want. The pricks and pulls of an average day tend to 
be the resulting surface effect of a wanting, but the core of it can be harder to 
see, and may be surprising and heart filled. When you have a moment in the day, 
reflect on what you have written in your notebook and see what is underlying the 
want. Go a little deeper. 
 
Here are the examples from my notebook: 
- I want my hair to look better, it’s messy 
Surface effect: I don’t want to look bad. 
Underlying wanting:  I want to be loved and accepted 
 
- a morning sitting- wanting expressing as anxiety about the day. 
Surface effect: I do not want to feel this  anxiety 
 Underlying wanting: I want to be calm and have ease of being. 
 



- waiting in store, wanting the clerk to ‘hurry up’.  
Surface effect: wanting in the service of impatience 
 Underlying wanting: I want there to be richness in my day. 
 
-carrying a number of boxes up and down the stairs wanting to ‘get done’ 
Surface effect: wanting to complete the task list 
Underlying wanting: to have all things in life be meaningful. 
 
- lots of red lights, want to go faster 
Surface effect: wanting to have a better experience that this one sitting in traffic 
Underlying wanting: I look forward to the tasks at home, being at home. 
 
-mom calls, wanting to keep the call short 
Surface effect: not wanting to have another disappointing and superficial 
conversation 
underlying wanting: I want to have a heart felt connection with my mom. 
 
- Lou calls, is coming home. Want just a little more time before he arrives to be 
by myself 
Surface effect: want to ‘protect my time and space needs’ 
Underlying wanting: want to be innerly nourished, ready to be close and loving 
evening together.	  


